
OSWALD AS SOLE SUSPECT 

BOX 9, FOLDER 8 

is Osweld in line up . .RG 272, entry 44, Box 12 NARA, Office files of Wesley 

Liebeler Cites report by FBI James W. Bookout of 11/24/1963 He noted 

that Oswald complained Re; the lineup when he was not granted request to 

put put a jacket on like those worn by others in the lineup. . .***** Key 

RG 272, Entry 44, Box 16 ***** Coleman to Slawson 3/9/1964 Notes that 

Osweld had a call from a Mr. Adams who offered Oswald a job for $310.00 

a month. . . .Oswald took the job at TSBD on 10/16/’22 for $218.00 per 

month... . Ruth Paine took Adams’ call... .but apparently never notified 

Osweld... 

Note on Molina, , ,,-eason why he was under initial suspicion... 

. Notes from Larry Hancock DPUK presentation... 

. Newspaper account. . . .Oswald depicted himself in his Manuscript to 

Pauline Bates that he was working for the government. . . But use this in 

conjunction w/ Oswald’s letter to Connally. . in WCR.. .I have this 

somewhere else. . P. 7 Hal cites here Oswald’s letter of protest and appeal 

in WCR Appendix XIII (R710) 

McCloy to Rankin 7/21/1964 RG200 Rankin Papers, Box 27,Folder388. . 

.McCloy casting about: notes Oswald displayed behavior of a nature that 

was trade craft like... But he rejects Oswald as a govt. agent, etc... (except 

possibly a Soviet “sleeper”... .but falls back on Oswald as a want-a-be- 

secret agent... 

. Gale to Tolson 12/10/’63 67-798-3050 (slug line). Meaning according to Hal 

the 67 code is “personnel matters—Bureau applicants...... Oswald should 

have been on Security Index (SI)... Does this get us to Gheesling??? 

lan Griggs piece on the Oswald backyard photos... | have not read... 

. P.D. Scott on Oswald’s records point to ONI asset. . . False defector 

program... (Il have not read yet)...


